Charles Veryard Reserve - Enclosed Dog Exercise Area Survey Comments
Sample of Comments Received
Keep the small area as 24/7 dog exercise area. Continue the use of the oval for dogs off leash, at any time when not used
for formal sporting activities . No need for any expenditure.
Grass, good fence, maybe double doors to ensure one won’t run out when the gate is opened
There just does not seem to be any need for one
Suggest separate areas for big and small dogs.
No thoughts/concerns about the design, although extra fencing may detract from the natural look of the park.
A material that blends into the environment
Suggest a hardy surface that doesn’t wear.
It would depend on how much land is allocated to the dog area, the general public should still be able to walk freely without
fear of dogs running at them.
Same fencing used in all the children's park areas. Unobtrusive and a good height
Any kind of barrier between the park and the roads would be a welcome improvement. Please consider multiple easily
refreshable dog water bowls.
Dogs need space to run and need to be away from other dogs if need be
Fully enclosed low level fence similar to Jack Marks is ideal although possible slightly higher. It is essential that there is
seating provided inside the enclosed area AND dog water bowl system that be easily cleaned AND ideally a table & chair
combo.
Landscaping shrubbery
A combination of grassed area and landscaping with the majority of the area grassed
Black metal fencing, like the small area of fencing recently put up along Farr Ave on the side of the oval near Beatty Park
pool.
Something along Albert St to stop dogs running onto the road would be beneficial.
Nature style landscaping and contouring
The enclosure at Jack Marks Park works well although I don’t have a strong preference.
Use of natural vegetation to inhibit wandering dog movements. If vehicles are an issue down Bourke St, then increase the
vegetation.
Trees for shade, grass area, native bushes for sniffing, sufficient space to run and chase a ball
Proposed area is too small.
Please include seating in the area and dog agility equipment.
No particular preference as long as it's practical, won't smell and looks aesthetically pleasing.
Please see the issues arising from dog enclosure in Nedlands, off Carrington St. Support for one part of fencing Bourke /
Kayle only.

